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GOAL #1:  Create “The New Normal campaign” for
the purpose of “getting people to accept universal pan
influenza, pan coronavirus vaccine,” as scripted by
MERCK at conference in 2004. See PN 70.

   1.  Create simulations and exercises of a pandemic -
See Event 201.
   2.  Create a “new” virus, though it is really not new. -
“We made SARS and we patented it on April 19,
2002.”  Ralph Baric patents recombinant virus for the
University of North Carolina funded in 1999 by
Anthony Fauci, NIH. See Patent 7279327 and PN 12.
   3.  Leak the virus – “This was not a lab leak; this was
an intentional bio weaponization of spike proteins to
inject into people to get them addicted to a pan
coronavirus vaccine.” See PN 57. Note: “We re-
engineered HKU4 spike, aiming to build its capacity to
mediate viral entry into human cells“, Dr. Shi Zhengli.
   4.  Declare national/state/county emergencies -
Governor Abbott continued to renew COVID-19
Disaster Declaration until June 2023.
   5.  Create media fear and hysteria by inflating false
positives via FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization of
the fraudulent, Christian Drosden PCR Test, a
technology that according to the inventor, Kary Mullis,
“should never be used to diagnose contagious
diseases.“ Note: An 80% false positive rate was
reported from China in March 2020. See link 

GOAL #2:  “Warp Speed” Vaccine Development under
EUA giving manufacturers immunity from vaccine
death or injury. See OpenVAERS.com.

GOAL #3:  COVID-19 vaccine manufacturers to
conduct trials on children with the intent to receive full
FDA approval in order for the COVID-19 vaccines to
be added to the childhood vaccine schedule so that all
"covered persons" are shielded from liability.  See
National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986. 

GOAL #4: Implement worldwide mandates (WHO,
CDC, NIH, TX-DSHS, TX-HHS) for vaccine
compliance with a bio-evidenced, identification mark
and force vaccine compliance through bio-trackable
“passports” such "that no man might buy or sell, save
he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the
number of his name." See Revelation 13:17 KJV.
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https://tks.keystonesymposia.org/index.cfm?e=web.meeting.program&meetingid=706
https://centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/tabletop-exercises/event-201-pandemic-tabletop-exercise
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7279327B2/en
https://www.texasrighttoknow.com/sars-cov-2-bioweapon
https://www.texasrighttoknow.com/sars-cov-2-bioweapon
https://www.bmj.com/content/369/bmj.m2420/rr-5
https://openvaers.com/covid-data
https://www.nvic.org/law-policy-federal/vaccine-injury-compensation/1986-national-childhood-vaccine-injury-act
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+13%253A17+&version=KJV

